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BUUNT     SUPPLIER FOCUS 

FOCUSED ON SELLING ONE-OF-A-KIND PIECES ONLINE AND THROUGH ITS RETAIL 
PARTNERS, BUUNT’S HANDCRAFTED DESIGNS ARE DRAWING ATTENTION FROM 
ALL OVER THE GLOBE. THE COMPANY’S BESPOKE PRODUCTS USE INTRICATE 
TECHNIQUES THAT CELEBRATE TRADITIONAL PROCESSES TO ENSURE THE BRAND 
STAYS HEAD AND SHOULDERS ABOVE ITS COMPETITORS.

uunt originated in 
England over 10 
years ago, and in 
this time has start-

ed to sell its prod-
ucts in the UK, Europe and the 
U.S. The company makes sets of 
rings, pendants, and bracelets, 
which vary from collection to 
collection. Buunt was founded 
by Vitaliy Astakhov who studied 
as a jeweller himself. Upon observ-
ing the jewellery industry, he realised 
that handmade and unique pieces are 
the most exceptional ones. That result-
ed in a choice of the technique for the 
brand. 

The company sells their products on-
line and prides itself in the Mokume-
Gane technique that they have mas-
tered. Each piece is handcrafted and 
includes the Mokume-Gane method.

The technique is an ancient Japanese 
metal working technique. The process 
is incredibly labour intensive and time 
consuming. One aspect of Mokume-
Gane is the layers of different coloured 
metals which are fused together using 
only heat to form a billet (stack of fused 
metal). This billet is then forged, 
carved and rolled to reduce 
the thickness into work-
able material, but also 
to achieve the inimi-
table patterns which 
are indicative of this 
technique.

The beauty of it is 
that it is impossible to 

replicate the pattern that has formed 
during the manufacturing process. 
This means that two pieces will never 
be the same, which makes each piece 
truly unique. 

Buunt pays tribute to this great art, 
enhancing it with innovative jewellery 
techniques. Each piece goes through 
the same process. First the designer 
performs a series of sketches, from 

which only one is selected. 
The model of a sketch 

is then hand made by 
the master-designer. 

When the base of a 
piece is complete, 
the jeweller puts 
Mokume-Gane 

plates on the piece 
and then sets the 

gemstones. The piece then gets pol-
ished and a personal code is added as a 
final touch. 

Each piece has a personal code en-
graved, that allows the customer to 
confirm the authenticity of the prod-
uct. With every single piece Buunt 
provides the customer with a sketch of 
their exact piece. 

Due to the fact that the process is in-
credibly time consuming the company 
does not have an ability to produce 
their pieces massively. This is the rea-
son why Buunt does not have its own 
store and sells only through their web-
site and other retailers. 

In a current environment Buunt has 
focused on their online sales and has 
also supported all the retailers that 
represent the brand.

Contact 
Visit: buunt.me
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